Z10 PreWheelz
It’s never too early to get started on a Haro BMX bike, and with our 10” PreWheelz balance bike, kids as young as 18 months can start to master the concept of steering and balance without being concerned with cranks and pedals getting in their way. 10” stuff resistant indoor/outdoor wheels help to maintain a low center of gravity and enables toddlers to place both feet on the floor increasing both stability and confidence and decreasing stuff on Moms floor.

FEATURES
PreWheelz crankless frame design with foot rests
10” mag wheels with stuff resistant tires
Adjustable handlebar and stem w/ball bearing headset
OS padded seat with QR height adjust seat post
Limited Lifetime Warranty
11” stand over height/11.5” top tube length

Z12 PreWheelz
For slightly older or larger riders, Haro introduces the Z12 PreWheelz. Same great PreWheelz concept as the Z10 but with the addition of larger 12” pneumatic inflatable tires mounted to 16 spoke lightweight alloy rims just like Mom and Dad’s bike. Same great value, same great fun!

FEATURES
• PreWheelz crankless frame design with foot rests
• 16 spoke alloy wheels with 12” pneumatic tires
• Adjustable handlebar and stem w/ball bearing headset
• OS padded seat with QR height adjust seat post
• Limited Lifetime Warranty
• 12.5” stand over height/12.5” top tube length

PreWheelz crankless frame design with foot rests
10” mag wheels with stuff resistant tires
Adjustable handlebar and stem w/ball bearing headset
OS padded seat with QR height adjust seat post
Limited Lifetime Warranty
11” stand over height/11.5” top tube length

Let’s face it: a balance bike is a great way for toddlers to learn how to ride a bike and many brands make them. They allow aspiring pros to focus on balance, steering, and confidence before introducing the final component of pedaling into the process later on. The reason you should consider a PreWheelz bike by Haro is that it includes standard features not found on some other brands. Features like a quick release seat post for easy height adjustment, a fully adjustable stem, a grab handle for safety, and a headset with real ball bearings that makes steering smooth and easy.

Mom and Dad will like the fact that the PreWheelz frame and fork is backed by Haro’s limited lifetime warranty something you might expect from a company that designed the world’s first BMX/Freestyle frame and fork more than 35 years ago. But the ultimate reason you should buy a PreWheelz balance bike by Haro is that it’s just pure fun!

Your little one might be small but their dreams are big and if that includes being an Xgames Gold Medalist like Ryan Nyquist, a Dew Tour Champ like Dennis Enarson, or an Olympic BMX racer like Haro’s Nic Long and Brooks Chan, you can do it all on a brand you started with, Haro!

OVERSIZED PADDED SADDLE WITH INSTRUCTOR GRAB HANDLE
FULLY ADJUSTABLE STEM
DUARBLE BALL BEARING HEADSET PROVIDES STABLE AND SMOOTH STEERING

NEWLY DESIGNED PLATFORM KEEPS FEET NERLY TUCKED WHILE COASTING

QUICK RELEASE ALLOWS QUICK AND EASY SEAT HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT WITH NO TOOLS REQUIRED

LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY

RYAN NYQUIST
DENNIS ENARSON
BROOKS CHAIN
NIC LONG

by Haro Balance That Counts.
Some of the greatest memories for both parent and child are made when they get their first bike and they bust out that ear to ear smile. There is a joyful bond between the child and their bike that is not easily broken and that’s why the Z Series by Haro is built to be safe, strong, reliable, and fun.

It’s true that Haro invented the world’s very first freestyle frame and fork and it’s also true that in our 35 year history we’ve earned countless gold medals, championships, and first place finishes courtesy of our top athletes and the state of the art bikes they ride. It’s equally true that each one of those athletes had the same experience your child will that first bike and that great big smile.

Z-Series by Haro offers the perfect range of bikes for kids who’ve mastered steering and balance and are ready to move up and find out what putting the pedal to the metal is really all about. For those looking to do a little trail riding or just something a little more rugged then the Flightline 20 or 24 Mountain bike is the ticket. Add in our limited lifetime warranty on the frame and fork and Mom and Dad will be smiling too.

stand over HEIGH

A proper fit: Stand over height or "vertical clearance" and top tube length which means an "accidental reach." Standing the front and matching the top tube, the rider should have the leg without swiveling it. Sitting on the saddle, the rider should be able to grasp the handlebars comfortably without easing forward seat. Both are essential to proper bike fit and control.

Z12

This is the perfect first bike for the 3-6 year old. The Z12 features a low-profile frame design, and a coaster brake rear wheel for instant stopping ability. For a more traditional learning method, the Z12 includes a set of heavy-duty training wheels topped off with a full pad set for safety; this bike is as ready as your child is eager.

--- Z12 Features
- Z Series low profile frame
- 16" alloy wheels with 12" alloy rim/Coaster brake
- Padded seat and Jr. plastic pedals
- Heavy duty training wheels and full pad set
- 18.60" stand over height
- 11.60" top tube length

Z16

Growing like a weed and eating you out of house and home? you can’t slow them down? We’ve got their next bike in the Z16. This bike has two brakes on it, a rear coaster brake and a hand-brake with adjustable reach lever. Available in a boys and girls version, the Z16 comes with a full pad set and training wheels so top of the perfect bike for the 4-8 year old.

--- Z16 Features
- Z Series low profile frame
- 20" black spoked wheels with 10" alloy rim/Coaster brake
- Sure STOP coaster brake and linear pull v-brake with adjustable lever
- Padded Jr. seat and Jr. plastic pedals
- Includes heavy duty training wheels and full pad set
- Boys: 18.60" stand over height/18.13" top tube length
- Girls: 14.60" stand over height/10.13" top tube length
The Z20 is the perfect bike for the 8-10 year old looking to get onto a full size 20" wheel. It has a low profile frame design that reduces the stand over height thereby increasing the clearance and its shorter top tube length allows a young rider to “grow into” it and enhances comfort. Coaster brake, hand brake, and full pad set all standard.

Z18 Features
- 2 speed in-profile frame
- 18-spoke wheels with 18" alloy rims
- Sure stop coaster brake and linear pull v-brake with adjustable lever
- Padded Jr. seat and Jr. plastic pedals and full pad set
- Boys: 18.80" stand over height/18.00" top tube length
- Girls: 17.70" stand over height/18.00" top tube length

Z16 Features
- 2 speed in-profile frame
- 1/8" threadless headset
- Sure stop coaster brake and linear pull v-brake with adjustable lever
- 18-spoke wheels with 20" alloy rims and full pad set
- Boys: 20.50" stand over height/19.13" top tube length
- Girls: 18.59" stand over height/19.13" top tube length

Too big for a 16" wheel and too small for a 20" wheel? We offer the perfect bike for “tweens” in the Z16. The 16" is the perfect bike for the kids ages 6-9. Just like his younger brothers and sisters, the Z16 has a coaster brake, a hand brake, and full pad set for maximum safety. The Z16 is also available in a boys and girls specific model.
This is the bike that gets you from point A to point B with a ton of fun in the middle. Whether you’re getting started racing BMX, just dropping in for your first sessions at the skate park, or just riding to school and hitting curb tables, this bike and its full size frame will get you stoked on the joy of riding.

**ZX20 Features**
- Hase ZX series frame with 20.5” top tube
- 1 1/8” threadless fork, 7.5” bars with alloy stem
- 28/9 gearing, Hase padded, fully adjustable seat
- Kenda Kontact tires 20 x 2.10” front and rear
- Alloy 860 brake
- 21.5” stand over height

**ZX24 Features**
- Hase ZX series frame with 21” top tube
- 1 1/8” threadless fork
- 9” bars with alloy stem, 30/16 gearing
- Hase padded, fully adjustable seat
- Kenda K trail 24 x 1.00” tires, Alloy 600 brakes
- 34.83” stand over height

The perfect “big kid” bike for pumping around the bowls at the skate park, getting started at the BMX track, or cruising back and forth to the grocery store. The ZX24 is also the perfect bike for dad to attempt to prove to his kids that he really was a factory sponsored pro back in the 80’s. Fun is not exclusive to the young!
There’s no better way to start your kid’s lifelong adventures on a mountain bike than with the Flightline 20. And just because it’s a kid’s bike doesn’t mean it can’t benefit from advanced technology like a lightweight FLRS aluminum frame that’s durable enough to endure youthful abuse. Add in a suspension fork and Shimano Revo Twist shifters that help keep little hands on the grips for added control, the Flightline 20 is a small bike that’s huge on value.

**FL20 Features**
- Hase Flightline FLRS 6000
  - Series alloy 10” frame
- Hase 410B, 80mm travel suspension fork
- Shimano 6 speed derailleur with
  - Revo Shift shifter
  - 32 hole alloy rims
  - Tires: 21.25” stand over height
  - 16.45” top tube length

From promising junior cross-country racers to kids who just like to tear around the neighborhood, the Flightline 24 is extremely versatile. Featuring a lightweight FLRS aluminum frame and lower stand over height, the Flightline 24 makes riding easier and lots more fun. Kids will love the three color choices, including a radical Acid Green paint job guaranteed to get attention. Effortless and durable Shimano twist shifters and derailleurs are perfect for helping little hands shift gears, and the smaller 24” wheels make it nimble and quick.

**FL24 Features**
- Hase Flightline FLRS 6000
  - Series alloy 12” frame
- Hase 410B, 46mm travel suspension fork
- Shimano 6 speed derailleur with
  - Revo Shift shifter
- SunTour crank set with triple chain rings 42/34/24
  - 32 hole alloy rims
  - Tires: 20.60” stand over height
  - 20.38” top tube length
International Distributors:

- Antigua: Courts Caribbean
- Argentina: Rodas S.A.
- Aruba: RadioShack/The Bike Shop
- Australia: Sheppard Cycles Australia
- Barbados: Courts Caribbean
- Belgium: Louis Verwimp
- Belize: Courts Caribbean
- Benelux: Louis Verwimp
- Bolivia: Visal Import Export
- Brazil: Plimax
- Bulgaria: Nikos Maniatopoulos S.A.
- Byelorussia: SlopeStyle
- Canada: Live To Play Sports
- Chile: Teknobike
- China: Klight Industrial Co. Ltd
- Colombia: Bike House S.A.
- Costa Rica: SuperPro Bikes
- Croatia: DSG
- Czech Republic: M&R s.r.o.
- Denmark: Sportbike
- Dominica: Courts Caribbean
- Ecuador: Base Extreme
- France: Velo 2000
- Germany: Fastpace & Bico Zweirad Marketing GmbH
- Greece: Nikos Maniatopoulos S.A.
- Grenada: Courts Caribbean
- Guatemala: Ciclismo en Guate.
- Guyana: Courts Caribbean
- Ireland: Moore Large
- Israel: Matznan-Merutz
- Italy: Velo 2000
- Jamaica: Courts Caribbean
- Japan: Motocross Int’l
- Kazakhstan: SlopeStyle
- Latvia: AB Sports
- Lithuania: Postius
- Malaysia: Premium Bike Distribution
- Malta: Nikos Maniatopoulos S.A.
- Mexico: Xtreme Bike
- Netherlands: Louis Verwimp
- New Caledonia: Cyclo Sari
- New Zealand: Phoenix Cycle
- Norway: Tempo
- Panama: Distribuidora Rall
- Philippines: Comet Cycle Center
- Poland: Zasada
- Portugal: Biociclistico
- Puerto Rico: Ponce Bicycle Co.
- Romania: SC Rikey Impex S.R.L.
- Russia: SlopeStyle
- Singapore: Raysound Marketing Pte Ltd
- Slovakia: M&R s.r.o.
- Slovenia: Velo D.D.
- Spain: Velo 2000
- St. Kitts: Courts Caribbean
- St. Lucia: Courts Caribbean
- St. Vincent: Courts Caribbean
- Sweden: Nordic Bike
- Taiwan: Klight Industrial Co. Ltd
- Thailand: Asia Int’l
- Ukraine: Vertical Ltd.
- United Kingdom: Moore Large
- Uruguay: Rodas S.A.
- Venezuela: Redemo
- West Indies: Courts Caribbean